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At Night
Looking up at the sky I see a shooting star pass by
It makes me think of you and everything we have ever been through and how
fast it all has gone by
Upon that shooting star I made a wish
Praying that we will always remain the same
Looking at you, talking to you
I see it’s true
I acknowledge that you truly care
You promise nothing will ever change
That you will be here besides me forever
You are here to stay
We both want to be in each other’s lives forever
And talking with you I know it’s true
But what do we do when that special someone comes between us
Of course I wish you the best of luck
Day after day you say you are here to hold me tight
I love you and care about you more than words can ever say
I want everything to be okay
Wish to be with you night and day
I will forever love you
No matter what you say or what you do
Know this will always be true
shiny shine
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Beach
As I walk along the deserted beach
I feel the damp sand surronding my feet
I feel the cool relaxing breeze creep up upon me with ease
As I look out at the restless waves my thoughts unwind like restless days
The beach is a very quiet and calming place
shiny shine
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Before
Before we met I prayed for someone who was strong, caring, kind, loving, and
understanding
Not believeing I could find that special someone
The day I met you I will never be able to put into words
For once in my life i was happy talking to someone
We were meant to meet
Meant to be together
that was destiny
We grew together
Soon we were as close as we both thought possible
Than you asked me four magical words and I cried
Replying yes
We grew stonger than we both thought possible once again
Listening to one another
Helping each other through everything
I knew than that my prayer had been answered
Knowing the one I had been searching for was finally found
We never judged for we both knew each other's pasts had been rough
We gathered out strength
Linked arms and headed down the long road ahead of us
When one felt unsure the other took lead never letting our hope die.
Never pretending or lieing to one another
For we knew judgement would get us no where
Being there for one another when stumbling
Knowing we would catch each other if we fell
The hardest part of this whole journey though was when you took me in your
strong arms
Looked me in the eyes and told me the worst news ever
Even though the doctors said you were ill you didn't give up and you forbide me
to
Even when time got tough and I wanted to lay in a corner and cry
You'd pick me up and take my hand leading us back on that path we had started
on
Then i started getting scared as you grew weak and I knew it was my turn to
lead unsute if I had the strength and courage without you being by my side.
But I knew you would never want me to give up
That's not what you taught me to do
Your battle increased and you slipped into a deep sleep
The doctor's said it was a comma
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To me it was the beginning of loosing you
I held my head high like you taught me and you pushed through
Soon though you went back and I became terrified.
The doctors told us there wasa small chance of you pulling through
It was decided to let you pass away free of pain.
It was the hardest night of my life
Now it has been weeks and I miss you so bad
I still lay in bed at night at times crying when I need to be in your strong arms
Trying to be strong but struggling so badd
Wondering if I treated you the best I could
Helped you all I could have
Listened when I should have
Been strong when you needed me to be
Most of all though wondering why you had to go
I know you are still here and always will own a piece of my heart but
Its not the same
I miss you and want you back
Want to apologize for everything I did wrong
All the fights we had
shiny shine
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Before We Met
Before we met I wasn't sure what to do
who to turn to
I was afraid
wanting to give up
Feeling like no one understood me and never would
Feeling hurt and scared
Like love was not meant for me
That I would never find someone out there who trully cared
Not opening up to many others
Feeling like I would never heal
Than one day I meet this amazing boy who was there for me from the start
understanding me, comforting me when i got scared and guiding me when i
became lost
knowing that at times life is complicated
and since then you have said that no matter what life brings us we will get
through it together
knowing we have to move on from our pasts and that you will be there for me as
I will for you
We both have had rough pasts but we pull through
life can be unfair but we get through it by being strong
trying to forget the pain and sorrow
Taking life day by day
being thankful that I have you in my life
I don't have enough words to begin to explain to you what you mean to me and
what you have done for me
never wanting to hide in the shadows again
wanting to be here for you till the end
when you cry, when your scared, when you need to be comforted, when you just
need a friend, when you need a sister, or a girlfriend or just a shoulder to lean on
You will forever have a spot in my heart and I will forever love you and care for
you
You have trully changed my life in so many ways that it is hard to explain
and many people say i have changed their lives and helped them but you have
helped me more than anyone in this world
Day after day I think about you praying that you are ok
Hoping you are safe and having a good day
Wishing that I could be there with you holding your hand
Saying not to be afraid together we will make it through
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Wanting to let you know I will be here no matter if you are having a good or bad
day
Letting you know that thinking of you gets me through the day
I can't help but looking forward till the time when I talk to you
To be with you and to say I love you
Having thoughts of me and you
Wanting so bad to be there and hold you and tell you how much I love you
Knowing you are the one want to be with
Hating knowing your in pain and wishing it was me, wanting you to get better
Wanting to hold you through the night
Wishing you could be in my sight
Never wanting to fight
Hoping that one day we will sit down and talk about our pasts
Acknowledging that people change
Wanting you to know that my arms are always open to you
I'll be by your side forever
Admitting when I do wrong and that I have been hurt way to many times
Knowing when you say you love me that for once someone means it
Willing to wait the rest of my life to hear you say ' i love you'
shiny shine
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Best Friends
We were considered by others Best Friends
“unbreakable” is what our friendship was said to be
I knew it was to good to be true
I expected it might end but not so abruptly
I trusted you with everything
We had our fun
We played our games
It was unbelievable
A dream come true
It all started last school year
But one of my friends let a secret slip
The Truth
I was not aware until you told me
When I found out I was sure it was over
We stuck together though
Still had our fun
Played our games
The future lay neatly
So clearly
Then this year came
I could tell it was going to be a bad year
As soon as we made eye contact
On that rememerable first week of school
Yet again we pulled through, became friends yet again
Then abruptly about two months ago
Something happened I will never forget
We stopped talking permanently
Why? I am unsure
Probably never will know
Every time you walk by
I wonder to myself “why“
I had hoped our friendship would last
Now my hopes are black as glass
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Worthless
I know we will never be the same
Every time I think of you and I
I want to cry
It was so enjoyable
Now it is doubtful
But one thing I know for sure is
I will never forget the good old days
When it was peacefully you and me
I should have known it was to true to
Last forever but I had hope
When you walk by
I want to cry
But I know it will not bother you
Because of that one day and one secret
It makes me angry but even more disappointed
shiny shine
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Broken Friendship
Our friendship looked so joyful
now it appears doubtful
it upsets you when you see me with your friends
it upsets me when I see you with my friends
But now I see the truth
I now know that you were never my friend
You just acted like it
so you could use me
Now I am afraid to open up to a guy like that again
I am afraid to get backstabbed again
I do not want to go through the pain again
I have not recovered from you
It angers me when I think of how much I trusted you
I can not get my friends to see the truth about you
For I do not want them to go through this pain to
It is almost unbearable
But I know one day you will get your pay back
By far you are the hardest friend to let go so far
I hope that if you come back too me
I will have the strength to say ' no' to you
Because I do not want to be hurt again
It amazes me how I felt so close to you in only one year
I learned so much about you and you about me
This is one thing that is going to take a while to put in the past
It is painful to look at you if only for two seconds
Because I want to run up to you and hug you
To talk to you
To tell you that everything is going to be okay
For you to forgive me
and me to forgive you
Because I trully do miss you
You are always on my mind no matter what time
I want to make up for everything
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We were as close as two friends could be without going out
But then you fell in love and left me behind
shiny shine
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Death
Why must good people die?
I know they fly away to the sky
To a peaceful place
But why?
It is so painful
At first you feel like you lost part of your soul
Like part of you has also died
Makes you wonder if you spent enough time with them
Wish you got to know them better
Want them to come back if only for a day
shiny shine
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Dungeon
As I walk through the dark and eerie dungeon
I smell the musky air
The rotting corpse lays upon the warped wooden bench
As I open the creaking door the rusted hinge screaks
I see the well oiled chains laying so proudly upon the worn down dirt in the far
gloom I hear echoing screams
I walk slowly over to examine the rotting corspe and discover a damaged
necklace as I took it in the distance I hear a shooting
I suddenly hit the cold bricks, and screamed in shock
shiny shine
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Explain
you tell me you want to be friends through thick and thin
than you say that you still like me and want to be with me again
jsut not now
you tell me we can be freinds but why doesnt' that seem right
every time i want to talk to you it doens't seem right
we use to talk almost every night for over an hour on the phone
now it seems like our conversations cant end soon enough
i still care believe me i care
i just don't understand how you can say you love me
but than say you think we are better off as freinds and that some time soon you
will be able to love me that same way again.
shiny shine
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Forever
It feels like forever since we have talked like friends
Why did our friendship fall apart?
To me it remains unknown
shiny shine
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Friendship Or Love
When I talk to you it is friendship
But when I hug you it is love
Friendship is when we have fun
Love is when we flirt
So which do I choose the strong friendship
or
the fun love?
shiny shine
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I Can'T..... But I Can
I can't able to give you a reason for why obstacles in this life occur
But I can be right beside you every step of the way helping you and listening to
you searching for a solution.
I can't change what has happened in our past all the challenges, heartaches, and
pain that we have been through.
But together we can be strong and nto let them happen again
I can't tell you what the future holds
But I can tell you that whatever it brings I will be right there next to you.
I can't keep you from getting hurt
But I can have my arms open and ears ready
I can't tell you what decisions to make
But I can be there to make suggestions when you ask, to listen when you need
to talk and to comfort when you become confused
I can't keep you safe from heartbreak
But my shoulders can be the ones you cry on, my ears can be the ones that
listen and my hands can be the ones to help you pick up the pieces of your
shattered heart and sew them back together.
shiny shine
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I Remember
I remember the night you asked me that special question
It was Christmas eve
I was speechless
You told me to think about it and call you in two days to give you my answer
With my heart pounding I picked up the phone
Slowly dialing your number
Holding my breath
At the sound of your voice I breathed a sigh of relief
You asked if I had an answer I replied yes
You laughed and said thank god
I smiled to myself laughing
You made me promise to tell you when I was mad and tell you when you did
something wrong
I warned you of the drama to come
With your ex and my friends
You said we would make it through
Your ex soon found out and she was furious
Supposedly I stole you from her
Even though you two were already broke up
And she was the one who ended it
You told me you loved me
I smiled and said I loved you to
Everything seemed to be going good
On the day of our one month I saw you only once
I was away from school that day
It seemed like twenty days
You called me and told me you loved me
And I said that I did to
Telling you I missed you, hoping you missed me to
Than I told you a secret of my past, a part of me
You didn’t know how to react
Did I say too much? to soon?
This was only a week ago
So why did I have the conversation with you that will be etched into my head for
many weeks to come?
You started by saying you didn’t think you were being a true boyfriend to me and
it felt like we were just friends
I laughed and told you it wasn’t true
You’ve helped me through so much
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No matter what I said
I couldn’t change your mind
You told me you wanted a break
You asked if that was fine
As tears filled my eyes I sobbed fine
You said you were sorry and would stay on the phone as long as possible
You whispered to me things will get better
And we will be together again
The tears fell harder
You still want to be friends
What happened to us getting through everything together?
You say we can’t have a friendship and love
I ask why not?
Isn’t that what makes couples so strong?
You tell me you will love me no matter what
As friend or as your girlfriend
And you are always a phone call away
Before I hang up you say once again that you are sorry
But your apology is to late
The damage is already done
The pain has already set in
shiny shine
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I Remember Once
A brisk Saturday evening,
Two weeks into September,
Memories overtaking my head
The echoes of your voice have become
A shattered mirror spread out on a thin
Layer of linen snow
Shadows surrounded us, deformed and haunting
Upon the cement, six inches deep
Scared by sticks and stones
Air frigid enough to form icicles
Swept across the yard
Draining all color from the trees outlining the yard
Two leave adjoined
Complete the blanket of fall
Gently being pulled apart
Then suddenly
The departure
Why did the wind have to blow?
So one day our families would be complete
shiny shine
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I Will Remeber....
No matter what happens I will remember you
I will remember the fun we had together
I will remember the secrets told
I will remember the trust
I will remember our friendship
shiny shine
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Letting Go
we found out about 2 months ago
something that made me cry
the doctors said you were ill and we were in for a long battle
and through it all you always would say we are going to win this battle
than a few weeks ago
we almost lost you and i was scared to death
you pulled through but it still broke my heart
knowing how much pain you were going through
i felt so helpless wanting to help you so bad
laying in bed at night crying myself to sleep
because i knew we couldn't deny the truth... the end was coming near
it was something i hated to think about
the pain became more and more for you
and each day it became harder for me to know the pain you were going through
one day i talked to you and promised you i would come back
i told you how much i loved you and needed you
when i came back... u weren't there
i was told something that i never wanted to hear
i didn't know how to handel it
you had gone into a coma
i was terrified broke down and cried
then this week the doctor said there was nothing left to do
we have to let go
i cried and i said no please my baby is strong i know he can pull through
the conclusion was made the majority won
last nit we let you go
i was the hardest thing i have ever had to do
the worst feeling of my life
i hate moving on with out you
i know i should be happy becuase you are free of your pain
but i jsut wish we had more time together
and now talkin with your mom and sis it is so hard
especially your sister.. she is to young to understand and asks me all the time
where you are. if your sleeping and i don't know what to do but cry
shiny shine
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Midnight Rider
As I wonder through the trees
I hear a softly calling breeze
Come to me, come to me, it pleas
Weakly wondering, with all my might
I stumble upon a most terrifying sight
Come to me, come to me, it pleas
Reaching out with its fingers of death
it beackons me and leaves out its breath
Trembling from head to toe suddenly I seem to know
The demand that stands before me in the snow
this creature that beckons and pleads with me so
staring into its blackened eyes I see through its well dressed disguse
for now i see with my own eyes my evil twin whom I despise
singing, tenderly, cime to me, come to me, it pleas
shiny shine
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Obstacles
Life throws obstacles at everyone
Not mattering if its death, divorce or arguments
There is always a situation that makes you stop and think
At that point many people attempt to change who they are
While some people may for the better others go through stages of grief and
depression
At this point I believe friends are the necessary help and support
During a time which can either make or break a friendship
Some friendships aren’t strong enough to face the stress
Others may become unbelievably strong
Knowing that no matter what someday there will be an obstacle in one of your
life’s that
Challenges your friendship
Do not let it break you
For everyone out there do not judge people
Cuz you do not know what they are going through
What emotions they are holding in
Never take advantage of anyone
Instead unite together as one
As long as you have hope nothing can go wrong
Live each day to the fullest
For you never know what the next day will bring
shiny shine
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Some-Times
Sometimes I want to cry
Sometimes I want to touch the sky
Sometimes I want to yell why
Sometimes I feel like I fell
Sometimes I want to yell
Sometimes I want to cry
Sometimes I want to fly
Sometimes I want to ask why? why? why?
shiny shine
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Together
Together forever you promised
So long ago
But last year when you left me for more than six months
I felt abandoned
Wishing I had you to help me through
You showed up when I needed you the most
So I let you back in
Something that I should not have done
For now I am all alone again
Feeling hopeless and disappointed
Because you hurt me worse than anyone ever has
After everything I have helped you through
You turn around and stab me in the back
Pushing me until I feel like I am ready to break
So upset with myself for allowing you back in my life so easily
You now have made me believe
I have to build that wall back up around me
Which took so long to bring down
Feeling betrayed
I trusted you with everything
In return you took advantage of me
That is what hurts
I could get over you lieing to me
But not with something as important as what you did
That hurts the most
You knew what I was going through and I was trusting you but still you lied to
me
Yeah it is hard getting over you but
Deep down I know that you do not deserve me
I will never know how far we could have took “us”
Because of how bad you hurt me
I felt so close to you
Like you understood
But when I found out the truth that connection was automatically broke
I became hurt and I knew that I could not trust in you anymore
I’m not going to sit here and try to stop you from leaving
More importantly though I am not going to break down and cry
I know that I am stonger than that
Knowing that what you did makes it to the point where you no longer deserve
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me
I could let the anger get to me but I won’t
I am moving on but thanks to you it will take a long time until I trust a guy the
way I trusted you
You know how hard it is for me to open up and I fully did with you
Look where that got me
Now I just sit here and wonder what else you could have lied to me about
Hoping that you realize how bad you screwed up and all that you lost
Living life each day not letting you get to me
Wishing I could go back in time and never have let you back in
Hating the way you want me to forgive you
That’s not going to happen anytime soon because my heart is shattered
And I know if who you lied about was still here he would be ashamed of you
He told you when he was dying to take care of me and you lied to him
I hate you for that and I will never forgive you
You have hurt me one to many times
I always turned to you
Always thinking of you as a brother and more to me
We had a fire before
Now all that is left is ashes
My heart needs to rest
I can’t stand talking to you
Because I know I will yell and scream at you
Hating you for everything you have said to me
Not even crying because you are gone because I am so mad at you
You have done enough to bring me to my knees
But baby you don’t deserve that
So I will remain strong
You should know that
You will never win me back
You didn’t just mess up and you defiantly don’t deserve my forgiveness
Because you lied to me about the most important thing in my life when I needed
you the most
I just wish I would have caught your lies than instead on now
Your there begging me
“baby please give me another chance I love you, I can’t go on without you, I
didn’t mean to hurt you”.
I don’t care though you dug a hole that you will never get out of
Dug that knife to deep in my heart than pulled it out
I have never been so mad
So upset with myself
Not caring your gone
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Because I to am to blame
Leaving me speechless
I should have known it was to good to be true
shiny shine
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Why Should I
How do you expect us to forgive you
after all the pain that you have put us through?
I am glad that our friendship is over
now i see truly how far we had gone
I now know all the lies you told and pain spread
Now we can clearly see all the pain you put us throguh
you pretended that you cared
because you were scared
you are ever trying to make us feel bad
but we don't care even if you are sad
you tell me it is just a stupid fight over a boy
it may be in your opinon
but we know the truth
you found the wrong thing to push us over the edge
all the anger released from us
leaving you behind in the dust
at first you were making me feel guilty and it worked
but now i look back and think of all the harm you did and don't feel bad
now you hangout with some of my friends. What is up with that?
now you have to take mine? you tell them not to talk to me.
you tell me that my current friends are not true friends
that they just use me. and were only firneds because of you.
if so why are we still friends
Y SHOULD I BELIEVE U?
shiny shine
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